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TABLE
Caruso St John

Type 
Table

Design
2008
Designer
Caruso St John

This table, like much of Caruso St John’s work, refers to a familiar 
type. It looks like a table, it is rectilinear, it has a top, four legs, and 
it’s made of wood. By making it out of lumber board, an engineered 
timber product used for construction site hoardings, the duo presents 
an everyday material resembling giant plywood that is strong, stable, 
referential yet unfamiliar within the context of furniture design. Table is 
available in white Corian and black linoleum table surface options.

ColourDimensions
L2400 × D900 × H750mm 
L2200 × D900 × H750mm 
L2000 × D900 × H750mm 
L1800 × D1800 × H750mm

Materials
Spruce lumber triboard, linoleum, 
Corian® Black linoleum

Glacier white Corian®

Packaging Dimensions
Top
L2500 × D1000 × H140mm

Set of 4 legs
L810 × D160 × H200mm

Top
L2100 × D1000 × H140mm

Set of 4 legs
L810 × D160 × H200mm 

Top
L2300 × D1000 × H140mm

Set of 4 legs
L810 × D160 × H200mm

Top
L1900 × D1900 × H140mm

Set of 4 legs
L810 × D160 × H200mm

Packaging Type
Cardboard in wooden cage 
Cardboard

Care & Maintenance

Corian®
Any marks or stains on the 
Corian® surface can easily be 
removed using the following 
processes:
For every day cleaning, use a 
damp cloth and a mild clean 
abrasive cleaner, or other 
common household degreaser, 
and clean in a circular motion. 
For tougher stains or light 
scratches use a Scotch-Brite 
abrasive cleaning pad and 
detergent in a circular motion 
followed by the process above. 

Notes
Part assembled, 2 people 
required for handling and 
assembling

v.03

Linoleum
For every day cleaning, use a 
damp cloth and a mild household 
cleaner. Wipe the surface dry 
with a clean cloth.
For tougher stains such as ink, 
use white spirit or methylated 
spirits.
To prevent stubborn stains from 
forming it is recommended that 
coasters be placed under cups, 
glasses, flowerpots and vases.
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